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Dear friends,

for years, guests of our restaurants have asked us to 

cook for their personal, social and corporate events.  With 

the launch of hudson Yards Catering (hYC), we are finally 

able to say ‘yes!’ the creation of hYC in august 2005 was 

initially an outgrowth of our relationship with the museum of 

modern art, which selected union square hospitality Group 

to create the restaurants at the newly designed moma and 

also designated our organization as their preferred caterer.  

We knew we would need a separate, off-premise space to 

serve moma’s catering needs, and also realized that this was 

our opportunity to be able to provide full-service catering to 

loyal guests and to the new York event planning public at 

large. In bringing this exciting venture to life, we not only 

sought to extend our brand of excellence and hospitality 

beyond the walls of our restaurants; we wanted to raise the 

bar on the entire category of off-premise catering in new 

York.  We began by asking ourselves, “Who ever wrote the 

rule that off-premise catered events can’t taste as delicious 

and feel as hospitable as a restaurant experience?”

Determined that hYC would provide the chef-driven cuisine 

and warm hospitality our guests have come to expect of 

our restaurants, we sought to field a team of extremely 

talented individuals with deep catering experience, who 

possessed a keen understanding of the importance of 

seasoning delicious food with our signature hospitality. to 

direct the new business, we chose stephan Baroni, whose 

two decades of experience in the world of catering included 

senior executive positions at Great Performances, tentation, 

Potel & Chabot, restaurant associates, and Glorious food. 

In october 2006, we named robb Garceau, formerly 

executive Chef at caterer sonnier & Castle, and previously 

a member of the kitchen teams at Jean-Georges and Vong, 

our new executive Chef of hYC. robb’s rich background in 

fine dining and catering, his passion for using seasonal, 

local ingredients, and his energetic and warm personality 

make him a dynamic leader of our culinary team.  

named for the emerging neighborhood in which it does its 

cooking, hudson Yards Catering is housed in a restored 

warehouse overlooking the hudson rail Yard on West 28th 

street adjacent to the West side highway.  We are committed 

to seeing hYC play an active role in the renaissance of its 

community, just as our restaurants union square Cafe, 

Gramercy tavern, eleven madison Park, tabla and shake 

shack have done in theirs. 

It has been an incredibly exciting challenge to enter the 

catering arena, and to be able to produce memorable meals 

and events on large and small scales. I am extremely proud 

of our team for achieving incredible growth while maintaining 

our commitment to culinary and hospitality excellence. I am 

also extremely grateful to our rapidly growing list of clients, 

who are entrusting hYC with their important functions and 

working with us to create some of the most delicious, 

exciting and well-run events in new York City.  

Cheers,

Danny meyer
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In may of 2005, I received a phone call about a new 

business Danny meyer was developing – hudson Yards 

Catering (hYC). I listened with great interest and soon 

decided that this was something I very much wanted to 

be a part of. 

I saw in hudson Yards the unique opportunity to help build 

a catering company from the ground up, and felt inspired 

by the mission to introduce a true fine dining experience 

to the world of catering.  I also relished the idea of joining 

union square hospitality Group (ushG), as I had admired 

its restaurant businesses from afar for quite some time 

and was energized by the invaluable resources available 

within the company. 

over the course of my first several months with the 

company, I was based in ushG’s home office.  there 

I worked alongside Danny meyer and the entire ushG 

team, absorbing the amazing spirit and culture of our 

group. I fondly recall a thanksgiving lunch celebration in 

the conference room, where we enjoyed union square 

Cafe’s Chef michael romano’s delicious brined turkey, 

along with my colleagues’ homemade dishes. While the 

food was great, it was the company that really stood out: 

every single person made me feel completely at home! 

fully versed in the spirit and culture of ushG, we set out to 

realize our vision for hudson Yards to become the dynamic 

business it is today. 

so much has happened since we started out two years 

ago, and we’re excited to have this opportunity to share 

with you a taste of our experiences. We’re pleased to 

present our premiere issue of Hudson Yards: from venue 

news to recipe ideas to a profile of a local cheesemonger, 

we hope you find something to whet your appetite in the 

following pages. 

We begin by introducing you to our team, 

a family of extremely caring, talented and 

experienced individuals who work hard 

to create some of nYC’s most magical 

and memorable events.

looking forward to celebrating with you!

stephan Baroni

managing Director

Welcome,
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at a young age, robb’s culinary passion took root: his parents (avid gardeners and 

travelers) encouraged him to explore the bounty of the family garden, nearby hudson 

Valley farms, and cuisines from travels around the country.  some of his earliest 

memories are of picking wild blueberries for that morning’s pancakes, crabbing on 

the Chesapeake, fishing at Yellowstone, and sampling fried catfish and gumbo in new 

orleans.  Prior to joining hudson Yards Catering in 2006, robb worked in the kitchens 

of Jean-Georges and Vong, and then served as executive chef of caterer sonnier & 

Castle for six years.

at hYC, robb embraces the opportunity to combine his fine-dining background with 

the challenge of inventing new menus and dishes every day.  he enjoys collaborating 

closely with clients, soliciting feedback during tastings and tweaking ingredients to 

achieve the perfect note for the occasion.  With his days filled with constant change 

and logistical challenges – requiring his team to adapt to different locations, clients, and 

even the weather – robb realizes that the success of hYC lies in the joint excellence of 

every one of his team members.  he cites his full-time sous chefs and pastry chef (see 

page 6) as indispensable leaders who ensure consistency and inspire collaboration, 

allowing the company to deliver excellence at every event.  

“When your goal is to cook the highest quality cuisine for hundreds and even 

thousands of people, you appreciate how important the entire team is in getting it 

right.  I feel lucky to have such a talented, hard working and passionate group of 

people by my side.” 

executive Chef
robb Garceau

for your toolkit:
surgical forceps -  
perfect for removing small  
fish bones without tearing  
the flesh.   
www.llbean.com

silicone cooking Bands - 
reusable cooking bands are a 
great substitution for butcher 
string. they can be deep fried, 
sautéed, used in the oven, or 
even frozen. 
www.architecproducts.com

chef’s Journal  
executive chef robb garceau reveals his favorite tools, tips and trade secrets. 

Hidden nyc 
treasures:
alta restaurant - a 
foodie’s hidden treasure 
offering everything 
from traditional tapas to 
modern Mediterranean 
creations – don’t miss the 
fantastic wine list! 
64 W. 10th street, nyc

sriprapHai - serving 
authentic and delicious  
thai food in Queens. 
64-13 39th avenue, 
Woodside, ny

Quick pick party food: 
asian Markets - sells 
fantastic dumplings that you 
can quickly steam or fry. 
serve with thai beer for a fun, 
impromptu party. they also 
offer all kinds of salads and 
chutneys at great prices.  
71 1/2 Mulberry street

satisfying a sWeet  
tootH doWntoWn: 
dougHnut plant  
379 grand street, nyc  
(between essex & norfolk sts.) 

il laBoratorio del gelato  
95 orchard street, nyc 
(near Broome st.) 

favorite fall/Winter 
Wine pairing:  
Brunello di Montalcino 
- with earthy dishes such as 
porcini mushrooms and hearty 
stews, it’s a great late fall or 
winter combination.

teacH your cHildren Well... 
i love to cook with my two kids (4 years and 20 months), and to 
teach them about the entire food cycle: from planting and growing 
produce, to harvesting, using in a recipe, and then of course eating! on 
weekends, we often make pasta from chef Michael romano’s Union 
Square Cafe Cookbook, using their grandmother’s pasta machine. 
following a recipe, with all the measuring and counting, is also a 
great way to teach math skills. it’s fun and they learn so much – plus 
i can already see their passion for food developing. soon they will be 
cooking for me! 
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roB Hirdt, pastry cHef, brings to the team several 

years of experience at our sister restaurant, eleven madison 

Park, where he helped create some of the restaurant’s 

renowned desserts. he also has a computer science degree, 

a credential he suggests is not as unrelated as one might 

think. “Pastry work is a scientific art; the techniques are very 

precise,” rob says. for the opening of the moma education 

Center, rob used edible ink and printed a Warhol cow on 

frosting - a perfect combination of technology and art!

nate eckHaus, executive sous cHef, did a stint in 

the navy, where he learned a few things about discipline and 

even more about the joy of cooking. his travels introduced 

his palate to flavors around the world. he left the navy with 

recipes gathered from far and wide, and a decision to go 

to culinary school. nate found catering an ideal fit for his 

love of change and challenge. today, he thrives on staying 

one step ahead of whatever obstacles the day may bring, 

from heavy rain to Presidential motorcades, and delights in 

being a part of the events themselves. “How can you beat 

a job where you get to listen to Stevie Wonder playing live 

while you work, like we did for the opening of the Hearst 

Building?”

efren reyes, production sous cHef, started with 

hudson Yards when it was a fledgling operation working out 

of the kitchen at eleven madison Park. today he is proud 

to be part of the successful and growing organization, and 

he especially enjoys the opportunity to cook with so many 

talented individuals at hYC. “There’s nothing like working 

with 20 different cooks who have 20 different styles.” Before 

culinary school, he had a long apprenticeship with one cook 

– his mother. sitting on top of the washer in his mother’s 

kitchen, he watched her prepare dinner nightly. “She taught 

me everything I needed to know to get started – and her 

passion for cooking is with me every day at work.”

angela HWang, sous cHef, is also an alumna of eleven 

madison Park – an experience she believes instilled in her 

a drive for excellence and creativity, and today helps keep 

her on her toes in the catering world. one of her favorite 

parts of the job: with every event in a different locale, 

angela, a California native, has seen a whole other side to 

new York City. “I love the smaller events in private homes. 

They are very personal, and I’ve met so many warm and 

wonderful clients that way.” the biggest challenge, she 

finds, is cooking in kitchens she’s never set foot in before. 

“One time we even cooked in a stairwell!”

tHe teaM
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tHe Hudson yards Waitstaff are the 

faces of our company, the people who provide 

union square hospitality Group’s signature warm 

hospitality to thousands of guests. having the 

best servers on our team is key to hudson Yards’ 

success: as managing Director stephan Baroni 

notes, “Of course the food we prepare needs to 

be exquisite, but just as importantly, it has to be 

served with gracious hospitality. We strive every day 

to find and hire the best servers: warm, intelligent 

and passionate human beings who love to serve.  

Danny Meyer often says, ‘People may or may not 

remember if the food was cooked perfectly, but 

they will always remember how they felt when it 

was served to them.’”

hYC offers its staff an exciting training program 

on everything from food and wine education to 

hospitality 101. “It’s so important that we keep our 

staff inspired and constantly learning,” stephan 

says, “We recognize that these talented people 

have chosen to work for us, and we want them to 

know that we are on their side.”  

tHe teaM
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Ingredients
 3  red Beets – medium sized

 2  Golden Beets – medium sized

 2  Candy Cane Beets – medium sized

  sprigs of fresh thyme

 1  ruby Grapefruit, rind removed,  

  fruit sliced into sections

 1  Blood orange (or standard orange),  

  rind removed, fruit sliced into sections

 3 oz  fresh ricotta (Chef’s note: Murray’s  

  Cheese or Whole Foods have great  

  ricotta)

 8 oz  Baby arugula 

  sea salt 

  Coarse Ground Black Pepper

  Walnut oil – to drizzle

  splash of aged Balsamic Vinegar

Directions
• Wash beets and trim tops.  

(tops can be reserved and sautéed 

another night.)

• Cook beets separated by color, so 

they don’t bleed into one another. 

Place beets in cold water and bring 

to a boil with thyme and a pinch of 

salt. 

• once boiling, reduce heat to a 

simmer and cook beets until a 

knife tip can slide gently into them 

(approximately 45 minutes).

Greenmarket Beet salad 
serves 6

Chef robb Garceau’s beet salad is a wonderful mix of savory and sweet, with citrus highlights 

balanced by cool, creamy dollops of ricotta. 

• remove cooked beets from water 

and let cool to room temperature.

• While beets are still warm, peel skin 

and slice beets into large bite-sized 

wedges. (note: Continue to keep 

beets separated by color.)

• to serve: arrange beets and fruit 

on plate with ricotta and arugula. 

season with salt and pepper; drizzle 

with walnut oil and balsamic vinegar.
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artist Profile: shelley Bello
While most would say successful event planning is all in the details, for shelley Bello,  

the new event and floral designer at hudson Yards, the job is always about the big picture.

“When designing an event, my goal is to 

transport people,” says shelley. “To do that, 

especially in a place like New York City, we often 

have to create a new environment. My job is to 

craft a space that will make guests feel that they 

are in a completely new place, both literally and 

figuratively, when they arrive.” 

In fact, the first question shelley asks each 

client is not which flowers they prefer, but 

more importantly, “What feeling do you want to 

capture?” answers vary as much as the people 

who walk through her door. Whether for an exotic 

Indian palace or a lush garden, shelley considers 

the full range of design elements – from flower 

arrangements to furniture rentals, lighting, 

tableware and fabrics – to bring a client’s 

vision to life.  her style is clean and modern, yet 

sumptuous.

“Late autumn is a vibrant season to design. 

The jewel tones – the burgundies, the greens 

– provide such a rich focus. The natural light 

in autumn is wonderful too, and really can help 

shape an event.”

shelley has considerable experience as a 

floral and event designer, including serving as 

Creative Director for renny and reed, designing 

celebrity weddings, and creating floral and event 

9

floral design 
tips and tricks:
look to see what’s growing 
outside, then go to the flower 
market and buy what’s 
in season. daHlias are 
wonderful in the fall.

use Multiples of a particular 
flower: it really focuses the 
attention on form and makes 
for dramatic use of color.

several sMall Bud vases 
arranged together can form  
a beautiful centerpiece.

keep arrangements sMall 
and loW at tables to allow for 
conversation to flow. larger 
flowers, like hydrangeas, work 
best in other parts of the room.

installations for the four seasons hotel nYC, 

eleven madison Park, Preston Bailey events and 

Paramount Pictures, among others. she started 

her own company, shelly Bello Design, earlier 

this year, and hYC hired her as its floral and event 

designer in august 2007. With a degree from 

the art Institute of Chicago, and painting and 

photography as serious hobbies, it is no wonder 

she sees the whole room as her canvas. 

“I try to ensure the experience reaches all the 

senses: touching, tasting, seeing, smelling and 

hearing. I see it as an art form,” shelley explains, 

“and I have the whole space with which to 

work.”

shelly Bello design  www.sbdnyc.com
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cobb Hill ‘ascutney Mountain’: 

(raw cows’ milk) Hartland, vt

ascutney is a rich, deep yellow cheese with 

a pleasant, nutty and lightly sweet flavor. 

ascutney mountain (incidentally both the 

name of a cheese and a mountain) hails 

from a community in Vermont devoted to 

sustainable agriculture.   

nettle Meadow ‘kunik’: 

(pasteurized goats’ milk with  

Jersey cream) Warrensburg, ny

Kunik is a dreamy, mild-ripened cheese made 

from a mix of goats’ milk and fresh Jersey 

cream. It ranges from earthy, grassy and 

slightly firm to supple, unctuous and pungent. 

Delightful at any state of ripeness, Kunik 

deserves a much-coveted place in your belly.

anne saxelby of saxelby Cheesemongers, located at the lower east side’s essex st. market, has become a 

favorite of executive Chef robb Garceau, along with many cheeselovers throughout manhattan. on any given 

day, anne showcases 30-40 different cheeses, primarily from farms in new York and new england.

Purveyor spotlight:  

saxelby Cheesemongers

after working for years at murray’s Cheese in manhattan 

and then on farmstead dairies in the us and abroad, anne 

set up her own shop in 2006. one visit to her charming 

retail counter and it’s clear that her penchant for selling 

cheese is just part of the story. she is more than passionate 

about cheese: she loves every step of the process, from 

searching out the best small dairy farms, to getting to 

know the farmers and their methods, to ultimately sharing 

her finds with her customers. “You learn something from 

lazy lady farm ‘tomme de lay’: 

(raw goats’ milk) Westfield, vt

tomme de lay is a magnificent cheese that 

pokes fun at one of our country’s most infamous 

politicians. first called Dandy’s lyin’, this cheese’s 

rind is lightly speckled with dandelion greens 

and summer savory. During a fit of creativity 

during one evening’s milking, cheesemaker 

laini fondiller decided to change the name, and 

tomme de lay was born. an elegant, washed rind 

cheese with a dense chalky center surrounded by 

a creamy outer layer, tomme de lay has hints of 

grass, spongy mushrooms, and fresh cream with 

deep gamey and musky notes. 

lazy lady farm ‘Marbarella’: 

(pasteurized goats’ milk) Westfield, vt

mirror, mirror on the wall, who’s the prettiest 

cheese of all? marbarella’s striped beauty comes 

from layers of vegetable ash sprinkled between 

three tiers of delicate and fluffy goats’ milk curd. 

not just a looker, the taste packs a real punch. 

consider Bardwell farm ‘Manchester’:  

(raw goats’ milk) West pawlet, vt

Consider Bardwell farm is the site of the oldest cheese-making 

cooperative in Vermont, dating back to 1864. the stream next 

to the farm used to provide power for the cheese house, as 

well as water for the cheese-making process. manchester is 

an amazingly tasty cheese, crafted from the milk of oberhasli 

goats. the aroma is that of fresh cut grass and asparagus 

stalks, and the flavor is deeply mineral and sweet.

each person along the way,” anne explains. many of the 

cheeses at saxelby Cheesemongers are favorites from 

farms where anne has worked. 

hYC proudly offers guests an outstanding array of cheeses 

from small producers in the united states and around the 

world. Chef robb Garceau collaborates closely with anne 

to make tailored selections for each hudson Yards event. 

here are some of robb’s favorites, with descriptions from 

anne herself:
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omri Green, hYC’s operations manager who formerly 

launched Blue smoke’s catering business, has a particular 

passion for beer. “There are so many different and 

interesting beers in America right now. People are less 

familiar with them as well, so it’s fun to taste and learn 

about these beautifully crafted brews with your guests.” 

With such a wide variety of domestic brews newly created 

and readily accessible, setting up a microbrew specialty bar 

at home is easy. omri recommends starting with six brews, 

ranging from a light-bodied to a dark beer:

raising the (microbrew) Bar  
as artisanal beers take center stage, hudson Yards offers guests the opportunity to sample  

and savor an outstanding, eclectic selection from the best small breweries.

otter creek pale ale 
“Crisp, refreshing, exotically 
aromatic and available year round. 
Based in Middlebury, Vermont, 
this great brewery benefits from 
the town’s municipal water: its 
clean flavor positively affects the 
taste of their brews.” 

victory golden Monkey
“A fantastic beer, but watch 
out: it has a high 9.5% alcohol 
content – your guests will feel 
this one quickly!”  from Victory 
Brewing Company located in 
Downingtown, Pa.

Brooklyn lager  
“A clean and refreshing beer, this 
is the flagship brew for Brooklyn 
Brewery. Made with a technique 
called ‘dry-hopping’, the practice 
of introducing fresh hops to the 
beer as it matures, this lager has 
wonderful aroma and flavor with 
a crisp finish, rather than a bitter 
one that so often defines lagers.”

rogue dead guy ale  
“This microbrew is from Oregon, 
a hotbed of microbreweries. A 
German-style maibock beer, the 
Rogue Dead Guy Ale is a strong, 
darkly hued brew. Originally 
created for a private club in 
Portland to celebrate the Mayan 
Day of the Dead, its hearty flavor 
pairs really well with BBQ.”

goose island ipa 
“A great example of an India Pale 
Ale, from Goose Island Brewery in 
Chicago. Copper colored, with lots 
of spice and a strong hops finish.”

flying dog “gonzo” porter 
“A very dark malt beer with an intense 
chocolate flavor. Flying Dog brewery is based 
in Denver, and the ‘Gonzo’ is named after 
the microbrewer’s close friend, Hunter S. 
Thompson, the author and journalist credited 
as the creator of ‘Gonzo Journalism.’” 
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signe pouilly fuissé  
(Burgundy) 2005 
ripe, supple and medium bodied, 
this classic expression of Pouilly-
fuissé shows vibrant Chardonnay 
fruit flavors with notes of melon 
and minerals. Gently touched with 
oak and ending in a fresh, silky 
finish.

Marquis philips shiraz  
(australia) 
Bright ruby-red, this shiraz has 
lively aromas of dark berries, violet 
pastille, licorice and mace, as well 
as cool, concentrated flavors of 
black raspberry and blackberry. 
a smooth, sweet, nicely balanced 
wine with verve, it has an 
aromatic, persistent finish. You can 
easily spend twice the price of this 
wine for a less satisfying shiraz.

pinot Blanc,  
lieb family cellars  
(north fork) 2005
Pale yellow with a green tinge, this 
wine is wonderfully aromatic and 
has clean, focused notes of citrus 
and wet stone. a big, mouth-filling 
wine, this could easily be mistaken 
for an alsatian Pinot Blanc. Pear, 
citrus and hints of tropical fruit 
mingle on the palate with minerals 
and chalk. the long, elegant finish 
offers a salty tingle of acidity.

gruet Blanc de noirs  
(new Mexico) nv 
the rich and toasty character of 
this 100% Pinot noir is balanced 
and superb. aged for a minimum 
of two years, the palate shows 
rich, complex flavors; the amazing 
berry aroma and creamy texture 
play leading roles with great 
finesse. the raspberry notes are 
juicy and explosive!

château du seuil rouge  
(graves) 2001
made from a blend of 50% 
Cabernet sauvignon, 45% merlot 
and 5% Cabernet franc, this wine 
is fruity and well-balanced, with 
integrated oak flavors and firm 
round tannins. In recent years, the 
wine has developed the peppery 
characteristics of a classic Graves 
red. fresh, with a complex 
aftertaste. 

Billecart-salmon  
Brut rosé  
(Mareuil-sur-aÿ) nv
this Champagne house was 
founded in 1818 as a result of 
the marriage between nicolas 
françois Billecart and elizabeth 
salmon; some 200 years later, the 
seventh generation of descendants 
creates wines with the same 
passion for elegance, finesse and 
balance. their Brut rosé, a blend 
of Chardonnay, Pinot noir and 
Pinot meunier, is a refined rosé 
Champagne.

from the Grapevine...
hudson Yards is passionate about providing guests with extraordinary wine lists featuring leading producers 

from both the best known and emerging wine regions of the world. In keeping with the fine dining experience, 

the staff at hYC works closely with clients to select wines that pair beautifully with their menus. Below are a few 

recent additions to hYC’s wine list that are flavorful, versatile and offer exceptional value:
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neW tHis fall...

the tiMes center 
located in the heart of 
times square, the renzo 
Piano-designed nY times 
headquarters offers two 
modern, expansive event 
spaces. 
www.thetimescenter.com

on tHe Menu:

new for fall/Winter

Hors d’oeuvres/canapés:

crab croquettes 
maine Crab meat, avocado,  

lime, Diced Ginger 

foie gras terrine 
sauternes Gelée,  

Bosc Pear,  
toasted Brioche 

kobe-style Beef  
olive Crostini,  

shallot agro-Dolce,  
fresh thyme 

 Main courses:

Branzino 
Creamy fregola,  

rock shrimp,  
Green olives,  

Golden raisins,  
lemon Jus 

seared chatham cod  
manila Clams,  

apple smoked Bacon,  
fingerling Potato 

Beef duo:  
petit Beef tenderloin,  

chianti Braised short ribs 
anise and rosemary Polenta,  

swiss Chard 

spiced lamb loin 
Black trumpet mushroom,  
Baby leek, acorn squash,  

red Wine Currant sauce 

dessert:  
gewürztraminer poached pear 

tahitian Vanilla Crème Brulée, 
toasted almond Cake

sMall… (up to 35)

the hudson rooM  
an intimate tasting room with 
floor to ceiling views of the 
hudson river in the same 
space where hudson Yards’ 
fabulous open kitchen is 
located. 

neW and exclusive venues froM Hyc 
MediuM… (up to 175)

cornelia day resort  
new York’s finest go to unwind 
at this oasis on fifth avenue. 
With calming tones and a 
beautiful outdoor space, 
Cornelia provides an ideal 
atmosphere for events.  
www.cornelia.com

the new york restoration 
proJect’s peter Jay sharp 
Boathouse 
located on the harlem river, 
this handsome, colorful floating 
boathouse harkens back to 
an earlier era and is home 
to the nation’s oldest rowing 
establishment, the nY rowing 
association.

Bg restaurant at 
Bergdorf goodMan  
a modern interpretation of 
a social salon, BG offers a 
sophisticated drawing room 
atmosphere with Central Park 
views.  

large… (up to 2000)

eleven Madison avenue  
the art-deco lobby of this 
beautiful landmark building is 
a stunning setting for any style 
function. 

the tunnel at the 
waterfront 
once home to the “tunnel” 
nightclub, this block-long 
venue is set on the ground 
floor of the beautifully 
renovated West side railroad 
tunnel. 

the park avenue arMory 
a glorious landmark on Park 
avenue between 66th and 
67th streets, the armory offers 
several exquisite period rooms 
for almost any size event. the 
Veteran’s room and library 
are two of the world’s few 
surviving tiffany interiors. 
www.armoryonpark.org
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the park avenue armory the times center

diffa (design industries foundation fighting aids) 
“dining by design” Benefit for aids, at the tunnel at 
the Waterfront in february: over 60 top fashion and interior 
designers each styled and created individual “dining rooms.”  

versace fragrance launch, at the versace boutique 
in May: a special canapé was created to match the new 
fragrance’s accents of guava, lilac, orchid, bourbon and wood.  

public theater opening of shakespeare in the park, in 
central park in June: the star-studded evening included 
meg ryan, Debra messing, Cynthia nixon, and Philip seymour 
hoffman, among the 950 guests.

gramercy tavern chef Mike anthony’s Wedding, at the 
angel orensanz foundation in august:  mike married 
artist mindy Dubin; the menu highlighted some of their favorite 
Greenmarket ingredients.  

gramercy tavern chef Mike anthony’s Wedding



Because every ingredient is crucial when it comes to great dishes, top chefs have been adding 
FIJI Water to the kitchens of their restaurants. Since FIJI comes from an unspoiled, virgin ecosystem, 

and is drawn from a preserved and protected aquifer, it has a smooth taste and soft feel that is 
simply unparalleled. Which naturally makes it a perfect starting ingredient.
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the Hudson room at Hudson yards catering

for inforMation and inQuiries:

Hudson yards catering 

640 West 28th street, new york, ny  10011 

212 488 1500 • www.hycnyc.com

stephan Baroni, Managing director 

sbaroni@hycnyc.com

robb garceau, executive chef 

rgarceau@hycnyc.com
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